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Reconstructing Democracy Apr 17 2021 "An urgent manifesto for the reconstruction of
democratic belonging in our troubled times." --Davide Panagia Across the world,
democracies are suffering from a disconnect between the people and political elites. In
communities where jobs and industry are scarce, many feel the government is incapable of
understanding their needs or addressing their problems. The resulting frustration has fueled
the success of destabilizing demagogues. To reverse this pattern and restore responsible
government, we need to reinvigorate democracy at the local level. But what does that mean?
Drawing on examples of successful community building in cities large and small, from a
shrinking village in rural Austria to a neglected section of San Diego, Reconstructing
Democracy makes a powerful case for re-engaging citizens. It highlights innovative
grassroots projects and shows how local activists can form alliances and discover their own
power to solve problems.
Capitalism Without Democracy Sep 03 2022 Focusing on the activities and aspirations of
the private entrepreneurs who are driving China's economic growth.
Competitive Authoritarianism Nov 24 2021 Based on a detailed study of 35 cases in Africa,
Asia, Latin America, and post-communist Eurasia, this book explores the fate of
competitive authoritarian regimes between 1990 and 2008. It finds that where social,
economic, and technocratic ties to the West were extensive, as in Eastern Europe and the
Americas, the external cost of abuse led incumbents to cede power rather than crack down,
which led to democratization. Where ties to the West were limited, external democratizing
pressure was weaker and countries rarely democratized. In these cases, regime outcomes
hinged on the character of state and ruling party organizations. Where incumbents
possessed developed and cohesive coercive party structures, they could thwart opposition
challenges, and competitive authoritarian regimes survived; where incumbents lacked such

organizational tools, regimes were unstable but rarely democratized.
Democracy, Social Resources and Political Power in the European Union Aug 10 2020
In this book Kauppi develops a structural constructivist theory of the European Union and
critically analyzes, through French and Finnish empirical cases, the political practices that
maintain the Union's "democratic deficit". Kauppi conceptualizes the European Union as
both an arena for political contention and a nascent political order. In this evolving, multilevelled European political field, individuals and groups construct material and symbolic
structures of political power, grounded in a variety of social resources such as nationality,
culture, and gender.
The Oil Curse Feb 13 2021 Analyzes data from 170 countries to conclude that oilproducing countries in the developing world are worse off economically and socially than
countries without oil, explores the causes of the problem, and suggests some solutions.
The People Vs. Democracy May 07 2020 Uiteenzetting over de opkomst van het
populisme en het gevaar daarvan voor de democratie.
The Social Origins of Democratic Collapse Apr 05 2020 Schwartzman's study of the first
Portuguese republic demonstrates the significant ways in which a nation's social and
political structures are shaped by its position in the global economy.
A Preface to Democratic Theory Mar 29 2022 Robert Dahl's Preface helped launch
democratic theory fifty years ago as a new area of study in political science, and it remains
the standard introduction to the field. Exploring problems that had been left unsolved by
traditional thought on democracy, Dahl here examines two influential models--the
Madisonian, which represents prevailing American doctrine, and its recurring challenger,
populist theory--arguing that they do not accurately portray how modern democracies
operate. He then constructs a model more consistent with how contemporary democracies
actually function, and, in doing so, develops some original views of popular sovereignty and
the American constitutional system.
The Age of Surveillance Capitalism Dec 26 2021 THE TOP 10 SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER Shortlisted for the FT Business Book of the Year Award 2019 'Easily the
most important book to be published this century. I find it hard to take any young activist
seriously who hasn't at least familarised themselves with Zuboff's central ideas.' - Zadie
Smith, The Guardian The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first
detailed examination of the unprecedented form of power called "surveillance capitalism,"
and the quest by powerful corporations to predict and control us. The heady optimism of the
Internet's early days is gone. Technologies that were meant to liberate us have deepened
inequality and stoked divisions. Tech companies gather our information online and sell it to
the highest bidder, whether government or retailer. Profits now depend not only on
predicting our behaviour but modifying it too. How will this fusion of capitalism and the
digital shape our values and define our future? Shoshana Zuboff shows that we are at a
crossroads. We still have the power to decide what kind of world we want to live in, and
what we decide now will shape the rest of the century. Our choices: allow technology to
enrich the few and impoverish the many, or harness it and distribute its benefits. The Age of
Surveillance Capitalism is a deeply-reasoned examination of the threat of unprecedented
power free from democratic oversight. As it explores this new capitalism's impact on
society, politics, business, and technology, it exposes the struggles that will decide both the

next chapter of capitalism and the meaning of information civilization. Most critically, it
shows how we can protect ourselves and our communities and ensure we are the masters of
the digital rather than its slaves.
Capitalism without Democracy Aug 02 2022 Over the past three decades, China has
undergone a historic transformation. Once illegal, its private business sector now comprises
30 million businesses employing more than 200 million people and accounting for half of
China's Gross Domestic Product. Yet despite the optimistic predictions of political
observers and global business leaders, the triumph of capitalism has not led to substantial
democratic reforms. In Capitalism without Democracy, Kellee S. Tsai focuses on the
activities and aspirations of the private entrepreneurs who are driving China's economic
growth. The famous images from 1989 of China's new capitalists supporting the students in
Tiananmen Square are, Tsai finds, outdated and misleading. Chinese entrepreneurs are not
agitating for democracy. Most are working eighteen-hour days to stay in business, while
others are saving for their one child's education or planning to leave the country. Many are
Communist Party members. "Remarkably," Tsai writes, "most entrepreneurs feel that the
system generally works for them." She regards the quotidian activities of Chinese
entrepreneurs as subtler and possibly more effective than voting, lobbying, and protesting in
the streets. Indeed, major reforms in China's formal institutions have enhanced the private
sector's legitimacy and security in the absence of mobilization by business owners. In
discreet collaboration with local officials, entrepreneurs have created a range of adaptive
informal institutions, which in turn, have fundamentally altered China's political and
regulatory landscape. Based on years of research, hundreds of field interviews, and a
sweeping nationwide survey of private entrepreneurs funded by the National Science
Foundation, Capitalism without Democracy explodes the conventional wisdom about the
relationship between economic liberalism and political freedom.
The Strains of Commitment Jun 07 2020 "First drafts of the chapters were presented at a
workshop held at the European University Institute (EUI) in 2014."--Page v.
Antisocial Media Feb 02 2020 One of the signal developments in democratic culture around
the world in the past half-decade has been the increasing power of social media to both
spread information and shape opinions. After the Arab Spring of 2011, many pointed to the
liberating potential of platforms like Facebook andTwitter. Yet five years later, as many
Americans reeled in shock from the election of an authoritarian bullshit artist (using
philosopher Harry Frank's technical definition of the term), a few perceptive observers
began looking at new at the social and political effects of dominant social mediaplatforms,
particularly Facebook. And they did not like what they saw.The media studies and IP
scholar Siva Vaidhyanathan is one of those sharp observers, and in Anti-Social Media he
argues that our descent into dystopia stems in no small part from trends that have developed
in the online world. The 2016 election saw a remarkable and dispiriting increase of
peoplehiving themselves off within ideological echo chambers and treating fake news as
real. Vaidhyanathan provides a structural explanation of why this happened, and he has
located a culprit: social media, and more specifically Facebook. The founders of Facebook
may have had (some) good intentions, buthe contends that they have created a
Frankenstein's monster that they have neither the will nor capacity to rein in. Fake news
abounds, and the algorithms that undergird the platform drive people inexorably to news

sites that conform to their ideological predilections - which Facebook can figure outwith
ease. Serious news reporting, already in a parlous state, has suffered even more as people on
platforms like Facebook (meaning most people) are bombarded by both snippets of news
from multiple sources and ads that look like news. Deliberative democracies require
informed citizenries able todistinguish facts and falsehoods. By weakening those skills,
social media is eroding the very foundations of our democratic republican culture. Social
media-driven false news campaigns and ideological echo chambers are not only visible in
the US, either - they are clearly on the rise in Europe andacross the developing world too.
Vaidhyanathan closes by offering offers a number of smart policy proposals that attack the
problem, but they will undoubtedly be hard to enact. But the first order of business when
facing a significant new crisis is to recognize its existence and explain what it is.Anti-Social
Media promises to be that path-breaking initial step toward understanding how social media
is quickly undermining not only centuries of democratic progress, but civil society itself.
Poverty, Inequality, and Democracy May 19 2021 The rise of populism in new
democracies, especially in Latin America, has brought renewed urgency to the question of
how liberal democracy deals with issues of poverty and inequality. Citizens who feel that
democracy failed to improve their economic condition are often vulnerable to the appeal of
political leaders with authoritarian tendencies. To counteract this trend, liberal democracies
must establish policies that will reduce socioeconomic disparities without violating liberal
principles, interfering with economic growth, or ignoring the consensus of the people.
Poverty, Inequality, and Democracy addresses the complicated philosophical and moral
issues surrounding the distribution of economic goods in free societies as well as the
empirical relationships between democratization and trends in poverty and inequality. This
volume also discusses the variety of welfare-state policies that have been adopted in
different regions of the world. The book’s distinguished group of contributors provides a
succinct synthesis of the scholarship on this topic. They address such broad issues as
whether democracy promotes inequality, the socioeconomic factors that drive democratic
failure, and the basic choices that societies must make as they decide how to deal with
inequality. Chapters focus on particular regions or countries, examining how problems of
poverty and inequality have been handled (or mishandled) by newer democracies in Latin
America, Eastern Europe, Africa, and Asia. Poverty, Inequality, and Democracy will prove
vital reading for all students of world politics, political economy, and democracy’s global
prospects. Contributors: Dan Banik, Nancy Bermeo, Dorothee Bohle, Nathan Converse,
Alberto Díaz-Cayeros, Francis Fukuyama, Béla Greskovits, Stephan Haggard, Ethan B.
Kapstein, Robert R. Kaufman, Taekyoon Kim, Huck-Ju Kwon, Jooha Lee, Peter Lewis,
Beatriz Magaloni, Mitchell A. Orenstein, Marc F. Plattner, Charles Simkins, Alejandro
Toledo, Ilcheong Yi
The Third Wave May 31 2022 Between 1974 and 1990 more than thirty countries in
southern Europe, Latin America, East Asia, and Eastern Europe shifted from authoritarian
to democratic systems of government. This global democratic revolution is probably the
most important political trend in the late twentieth century. In The Third Wave, Samuel P.
Huntington analyzes the causes and nature of these democratic transitions, evaluates the
prospects for stability of the new democracies, and explores the possibility of more
countries becoming democratic. The recent transitions, he argues, are the third major wave

of democratization in the modem world. Each of the two previous waves was followed by a
reverse wave in which some countries shifted back to authoritarian government. Using
concrete examples, empirical evidence, and insightful analysis, Huntington provides neither
a theory nor a history of the third wave, but an explanation of why and how it occurred.
Factors responsible for the democratic trend include the legitimacy dilemmas of
authoritarian regimes; economic and social development; the changed role of the Catholic
Church; the impact of the United States, the European Community, and the Soviet Union;
and the "snowballing" phenomenon: change in one country stimulating change in others.
Five key elite groups within and outside the nondemocratic regime played roles in shaping
the various ways democratization occurred. Compromise was key to all democratizations,
and elections and nonviolent tactics also were central. New democracies must deal with the
"torturer problem" and the "praetorian problem" and attempt to develop democratic values
and processes. Disillusionment with democracy, Huntington argues, is necessary to
consolidating democracy. He concludes the book with an analysis of the political,
economic, and cultural factors that will decide whether or not the third wave continues.
Several "Guidelines for Democratizers" offer specific, practical suggestions for initiating
and carrying out reform. Huntington's emphasis on practical application makes this book a
valuable tool for anyone engaged in the democratization process. At this volatile time in
history, Huntington's assessment of the processes of democratization is indispensable to
understanding the future of democracy in the world.
Regimes, Politics, and Markets Jul 01 2022 This ambitious study, by a leading Spanish
social scientist, analyses the mutual relationships between politics and the economy.
Focusing on the experiences of Southern and Eastern Europe, it examines the complex
interdependence between democracies, economic growth, social redistribution, and political
culture. Are democratization processes the product of previous experiences of development,
or of economic crisis? Can political regimes influence economic development and the
distribution of material resources? In a context of economic constraints, to what extent are
social democratic governments able to present a distinct identity in their policies? And can
democratic governments, once established, increase support for democratic principles?
Professor Maravall explores these and other crucial questions utilizing a wealth of evidence
from official statistics to public opinion polls. His appendices also provide chronologies of
the most influential studies on these topics, offering valuable background information and
ideas for further reading.
The Democracy Advantage Feb 25 2022 For decades, policies pursued by the U.S. and
other industrialized nations towards the developing world have been based on a dirty little
secret kept among policy experts: that democracy and poor countries don't mix. Turning this
long-held view on its head, The Democracy Advantage makes a bold case that they do. In
this timely and path-breaking book. Morton H. Halperin, Joseph T. Siegle, and Michael M.
Weinstein dismantle the conventional wisdom that democratic reforms are destabilizing and
that the West must rely on authoritarian regimes in order to create a middle class that will
support democracy.
Crafting Democracy Sep 22 2021 The Novgorod region of Russia is a sparsely populated
area about the size of Ireland better known for its medieval archaeology and folklore than
for anything else. Although Novgorod began the post-Soviet period with no unusual

endowment of natural or human resources, it has attracted a large amount of foreign
investment. Its dramatic economic success and political innovation have impressed
observers. Local governments deliver benefits and services reliably, and the regional
government responds quickly to citizens' needs and demands. Something noteworthy is
happening in Novgorod that does not square with familiar headlines about contemporary
Russia: oligarchs and oil, ethnic tensions and corruption.Nicolai N. Petro attempts to
explain the Novgorod phenomenon by seeking answers at the regional level. Novgorod is,
he finds, a model of effective democratic consolidation. Petro suggests that the region owes
its unexpected recent success to its political elites, who have identified key cultural symbols
and used those symbols to promote democratic development. Drawing on comparisons with
other regions and countries, Petro finds that these cultural tactics often yield better results
than do Western-style institutions and educational training programs. "Current efforts to
promote democracy focus too much on structural changes and not enough on the conditions
needed to sustain them," Petro writes. "For the rule of law, free markets, and free and fair
elections to gain broad public support, they must first make sense within the local cultural
tradition." The unexpected success of regional democratic development in a country not
known for its democratic traditions suggests that local governments can transform the
burden of the past into an ally of change, a finding with implications for democratic
development initiatives in other areas of the world.
The Political History of Eastern Europe in the 20th Century Sep 10 2020 This text presents
an introduction to the struggle between democracy and dictatorship in Eastern Europe since
1900. It is broken down into three different parts focusing on those time periods when
experiments with democracy threatened to change the established order - the inter-war
period, the democratic or semi democratic interlude in the wake of World War II until 1949
and the current experience with the new democracies. In discussing the struggle between
democracy and dictatorship, the authors argue that the experience of Eastern Europe reveals
the challenges which threaten democracy and the conditions necessary for the survival of
democratic government.
How Democracy Ends Jun 27 2019 'Scintillating ... thought-provoking ... one of the very
best of the great crop of recent books on the subject.' Andrew Rawnsley, Observer
Democracy has died hundreds of times, all over the world. We think we know what that
looks like: chaos descends and the military arrives to restore order, until the people can be
trusted to look after their own affairs again. However, there is a danger that this picture is
out of date. Until very recently, most citizens of Western democracies would have imagined
that the end was a long way off, and very few would have thought it might be happening
before their eyes as Trump, Brexit and paranoid populism have become a reality. David
Runciman, one of the UK's leading professors of politics, answers all this and more as he
surveys the political landscape of the West, helping us to spot the new signs of a collapsing
democracy and advising us on what could come next.
Why Nations Fail Oct 12 2020 Shortlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs
Business Book of the Year Award 2012. Why are some nations more prosperous than
others? Why Nations Fail sets out to answer this question, with a compelling and elegantly
argued new theory: that it is not down to climate, geography or culture, but because of
institutions. Drawing on an extraordinary range of contemporary and historical examples,

from ancient Rome through the Tudors to modern-day China, leading academics Daron
Acemoglu and James A. Robinson show that to invest and prosper, people need to know
that if they work hard, they can make money and actually keep it - and this means sound
institutions that allow virtuous circles of innovation, expansion and peace. Based on fifteen
years of research, and answering the competing arguments of authors ranging from Max
Weber to Jeffrey Sachs and Jared Diamond, Acemoglu and Robinson step boldly into the
territory of Francis Fukuyama and Ian Morris. They blend economics, politics, history and
current affairs to provide a new, powerful and persuasive way of understanding wealth and
poverty.
Sociologists, Economists and Democracy Nov 12 2020 "Rationalist theories of political
behavior have recently risen in status to that of a new--or, more accurately, rediscovered-paradigm in the systematic study of politics. Brian Barry's short, provocative book played
no small part in the debate that precipitated this shift. . . . Without reservation, Barry's
treatise is the most lucid and most influential critique of two important, competing
perspectives in political analysis: the 'sociological' school of Talcott Parsons, Gabriel
Almond, and other so-called functionalists; and the 'economic' school of Anthony Downs
and Mancur Olson, among others."--Dennis J. Encarnation, "American Journal of Sociology
"
Liberalism, Constitutionalism, and Democracy Jul 09 2020 In his ground-breaking book,
the leading political philosopher Russell Hardin develops a new theory of liberal
constitutional democracy. Arguing against the standard consensus theories, the author
shows how social co-ordination on limited, sociological mutual advantage lies at the heart
of liberal constitutionalism when it works to produce stable government. The book argues
that liberalism, constitutionalism, and democracy are co-ordination theories. They work
only in societies in whichco-ordination of the important power groups for mutual advantage
is feasible. It then goes on to examine and interpret the US constitution as motivated
centrally by the concern with creating a government to enable commerce. In addition, the
book addresses the nature of the problems that the newly democratic, newly marketoriented states face. The analysis of constitutionalism is based on its workability, not on its
intrinsic, normative, or universal appeals. Hardin argues, similarly, there areharsh limits on
the possibilities of democracy. In general, democracy works only on the margins of great
issues. Indeed, it is inherently a device for regulating marginal political conflicts.
Extreme Speech and Democracy Jan 03 2020 This title considers the constitutionality of
hate speech regulation, and examines how liberal democracies have adopted fundamental
differences in the way they respond to racist or extreme expressions.
Development And Democracy In The Third World Jan 27 2022 In this original study,
Abbas Pourgerami provides a comprehensive analysis of economic development and its
relationship to political democracy. Evaluating statistical associations among social,
economic, and political performance variables of 104 Third World countries, Pourgerami
determines the prospects for democracy in the developing world. He demonstrates that
economic well-being and political liberty are mutually reinforcing processes, challenging
the traditional notion that economic progress necessitates sacrifices to democratic
government.
On Socialist Democracy Dec 02 2019 From within the Soviet Union, a critique of the Soviet

political system by the celebrated dissident scholar.
Chinese Economic Statecraft Mar 17 2021 In Chinese Economic Statecraft, William J.
Norris introduces an innovative theory that pinpoints how states employ economic tools of
national power to pursue their strategic objectives. Norris shows what Chinese economic
statecraft is, how it works, and why it is more or less effective. Norris provides an
accessible tool kit to help us better understand important economic developments in the
People’s Republic of China. He links domestic Chinese political economy with the
international ramifications of China’s economic power as a tool for realizing China’s
strategic foreign policy interests. He presents a novel approach to studying economic
statecraft that calls attention to the central challenge of how the state is (or is not) able to
control and direct the behavior of economic actors. Norris identifies key causes of Chinese
state control through tightly structured, substate and crossnational comparisons of businessgovernment relations. These cases range across three important arenas of China’s grand
strategy that prominently feature a strategic role for economics: China’s efforts to secure
access to vital raw materials located abroad, Mainland relations toward Taiwan, and China’s
sovereign wealth funds. Norris spent more than two years conducting field research in
China and Taiwan during which he interviewed current and former government officials,
academics, bankers, journalists, advisors, lawyers, and businesspeople. The ideas in this
book are applicable beyond China and help us to understand how states exercise
international economic power in the twenty-first century.
Economic Democracy: The Political Struggle of the 21st Century Mar 05 2020 This title
was first published in 1999: The author contends that economic democracy is the economic
system the U.S. purports to have, but has thus far failed to achieve because it, like all the
economic powers that have gone before, seeks to control the economies of weaker nations.
It is the shocking lack of economic democracy, and the efforts of so many to achieve it, that
fuels today's conflicts and will fuel those of the 21st century.To show how and why, this
comprehensive work provides a detailed analysis of the history of numerous aspects of the
development of the Neo-Mercantilist world economy; the geopolitical systems put in place
by the developed world to manage and perpetuate that economy; and the numerous
proposals and modeling plans that have been offered over the years for the achievement of
economic democracy.
Another Now Oct 31 2019 'I could not recommend this more. If you're looking for a sense
of optimism, a sense of political possibility, this book is very important' Owen Jones What
would a fair and equal society actually look like? Imagine a world with no banks. No stock
market. No tech giants. No billionaires. In Another Now world-famous economist, Yanis
Varoufakis, shows us what such a world would look like. Far from being a fantasy, he
describes how it could have come about - and might yet. But would we really want it?
Varoufakis's boundary-breaking new book confounds expectations of what the good society
would look like and confronts us with the greatest question: are we able to build a better
society, despite our flaws. 'A vision of a new society with new ways of thinking is possibly
the most important thing an artist can offer at the moment' Brian Eno
Revolution and Change in Central and Eastern Europe Sep 30 2019 A comprehensive
analysis of the progress and problems of post-communist development attending to aspects
of transition in the region as a whole and to specific issues in Albania, Bulgaria, the Czech

and Slovak Republics, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, and Yugoslavia.
Goldman (political science, Northeastern U.) diagrams the commonalities of development
and the diversity of the various countries' rejection of communism, setting forth the
difficulties in moving from communist monolithic authoritarianism to pluralistic
democracy, coping with threats to progress and stability, and the international implications
of these transitions. Paper edition (758-5), $32.95. Annotation copyrighted by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR
Aid and Authoritarianism in Africa Apr 29 2022 In 2013 almost half of Africa's top aid
recipients were ruled by authoritarian regimes. While the West may claim to promote
democracy and human rights, in practice major bilateral and international donors, such as
USAID, DFID, the World Bank and the European Commission, have seen their aid policies
become ever more entangled with the survival of their authoritarian protégés. Local citizens
thus find themselves at the receiving end of a compromise between aid agencies and
government elites, in which development policies are shaped in the interests of maintaining
the status quo. Aid and Authoritarianism in Africa sheds light on the political intricacies and
moral dilemmas raised by the relationship between foreign aid and autocratic rule in Africa.
Through contributions by leading experts exploring the revival of authoritarian development
politics in Ethiopia, Uganda, Rwanda, Cameroon, Mozambique and Angola, the book
exposes shifting donor interests and rhetoric as well as the impact of foreign aid on military
assistance, rural development, electoral processes and domestic politics. In the process, it
raises an urgent and too often neglected question: to what extent are foreign aid
programmes actually perpetuating authoritarian rule?
Economic Politics Aug 22 2021 An accessible synthesis of a large body of material,
Economic Politics raises and addresses questions about the consequences of democratic
institutions for economic performance. Drawing on concrete and observable experience in
the United States, with occasional reference to other countries, William Keech suggests that
there are modest and bearable costs of democratic procedures, comparable to the agency
costs incurred whenever a principal delegates authority to an agent. Democracy, according
to Keech, does not systematically cause inferior macroeconomic policy detrimental to a
population's long-term welfare. Rather, there is a logical circularity among voter
preferences, institutions, and economic and political outcomes.
A Middle Class Without Democracy Nov 05 2022 What kind of role can the middle class
play in potential democratization in such an undemocratic, late developing country as
China? To answer this profound political as well as theoretical question, Jie Chen explores
attitudinal and behavioral orientation of China's new middle class to democracy and
democratization. Chen's work is based on a unique set of data collected from a probabilitysample survey and in-depth interviews of residents in three major Chinese cities, Beijing,
Chengdu and Xi'an--each of which represents a distinct level of economic development in
urban China-in 2007 and 2008. The empirical findings derived from this data set confirm
that (1) compared to other social classes, particularly lower classes, the new Chinese middle
class-especially those employed in the state apparatus-tends to be more supportive of the
current Party-state but less supportive of democratic values and institutions; (2) the new
middle class's attitudes toward democracy may be accounted for by this class's close
ideational and institutional ties with the state, and its perceived socioeconomic wellbeing,

among other factors; (3) the lack of support for democracy among the middle class tends to
cause this social class to act in favor of the current state but in opposition to democratic
changes. The most important political implication is that while China's middle class is not
likely to serve as the harbinger of democracy now, its current attitudes toward democracy
may change in the future. Such a crucial shift in the middle class's orientation toward
democracy can take place, especially when its dependence on the Party-state decreases and
perception of its own social and economic statuses turns pessimistic. The key theoretical
implication from the findings suggests that the attitudinal and behavioral orientations of the
middle class-as a whole and as a part-toward democratic change in late developing
countries are contingent upon its relationship with the incumbent state and its perceived
social/economic wellbeing, and the middle class's support for democracy in these countries
is far from inevitable.
A Middle Class Without Democracy Oct 04 2022 What kind of role can the middle class
play in potential democratization in such an undemocratic, late developing country as
China? To answer this profound political as well as theoretical question, Jie Chen explores
attitudinal and behavioral orientation of China's new middle class to democracy, based on a
probability-sample survey and in-depth interviews of residents in the Chinese cities of
Beijing, Chengdu, and Xi'an.
Not for America Alone Dec 14 2020 The former Senate Majority Leader focuses on the
lives of Karl Marx, Franklin Roosevelt, and Mikhail Gorbachev to show why our
democratic system has consistently succeeded in meeting the challenges of our times while
the Communist system failed. Senator Mitchell illuminates broad themes by drawing
parallels between events in America and those abroad - Hitler seized absolute power, for
instance, just two days before FDR's inauguration. At the same time, he gives his narrative
rare immediacy with anecdotes from a career that involved close cooperation with four
presidents and face-to-face meetings with world leaders, including Gorbachev himself.
Blending personal experience with global perspective, Not for America Alone offers
provocative new insight into strengths that have not only sustained America in the past, but
can also guide us into the future.
Freedom in the World 2018 Jul 21 2021 Freedom in the World is the standard-setting
comparative assessment of global political rights and civil liberties. The methodology of
this survey is derived in large measure from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
and these standards are applied to all countries and territories.
Participation Without Democracy Aug 29 2019 "With an empirical focus on regimes in
Singapore, the Philippines, and Malaysia, the author examines the social forces that
underpin the emergence of institutional experiments in democratic participation and
representation"-Will China Democratize? Oct 24 2021 Leading experts on China offer their enlightening
analysis on one of the most crucial and complex questions facing the future of international
politics. Moving toward open markets and international trade has brought extraordinary
economic success to China, yet its leadership still maintains an authoritarian grip over its
massive population. From repressing political movements to controlling internet traffic,
China’s undemocratic policies present an attractive model for other authoritarian regimes.
But can China continue its growth without political reform? In Will China Democratize?,

Andrew J. Nathan, Larry Diamond, and Marc F. Plattner present valuable analysis for
anyone wondering if, when or how China might evolve politically. Since the Journal of
Democracy’s very first issue in January 1990, which featured articles reflecting on the thenrecent Tiananmen Square massacre, the Journal has regularly published articles about China
and its politics. By bringing together the wide spectrum of views that have appeared in the
Journal’s pages—from contributors including Fang Lizhi, Perry Link, Michel Oksenberg,
Minxin Pei, Henry S. Rowen, and Nobel laureate Liu Xiaobo— Will China Democratize?
provides a clear view of the complex forces driving change in China’s regime and society.
The Liberal Vision and Other Essays on Democracy and Progress Jul 29 2019 Democracy
rests on an idea of equality, that everyone counts the same. But capitalism breeds inequality.
The transgression of economic power into the domain of democratic politics has become so
great that the people's democracy is being destroyed before our very eyes.
Economic Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy Jun 19 2021 This book develops a
framework for analyzing the creation and consolidation of democracy. Different social
groups prefer different political institutions because of the way they allocate political power
and resources. Thus democracy is preferred by the majority of citizens, but opposed by
elites. Dictatorship nevertheless is not stable when citizens can threaten social disorder and
revolution. In response, when the costs of repression are sufficiently high and promises of
concessions are not credible, elites may be forced to create democracy. By democratizing,
elites credibly transfer political power to the citizens, ensuring social stability. Democracy
consolidates when elites do not have strong incentive to overthrow it. These processes
depend on (1) the strength of civil society, (2) the structure of political institutions, (3) the
nature of political and economic crises, (4) the level of economic inequality, (5) the
structure of the economy, and (6) the form and extent of globalization.
Democracy and Prosperity Jan 15 2021 It is a widespread view that democracy and the
advanced nation-state are in crisis, weakened by globalization and undermined by global
capitalism, in turn explaining rising inequality and mounting populism. This book, written
by two of the world's leading political economists, argues this view is wrong: advanced
democracies are resilient, and their enduring historical relationship with capitalism has been
mutually beneficial. For all the chaos and upheaval over the past century--major wars,
economic crises, massive social change, and technological revolutions--Torben Iversen and
David Soskice show how democratic states continuously reinvent their economies through
massive public investment in research and education, by imposing competitive product
markets and cooperation in the workplace, and by securing macroeconomic discipline as the
preconditions for innovation and the promotion of the advanced sectors of the economy.
Critically, this investment has generated vast numbers of well-paying jobs for the middle
classes and their children, focusing the aims of aspirational families, and in turn providing
electoral support for parties. Gains at the top have also been shared with the middle (though
not the bottom) through a large welfare state. Contrary to the prevailing wisdom on
globalization, advanced capitalism is neither footloose nor unconstrained: it thrives under
democracy precisely because it cannot subvert it. Populism, inequality, and poverty are
indeed great scourges of our time, but these are failures of democracy and must be solved
by democracy.
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